What visual information is used for stereoscopic depth displacement discrimination?
There are two ways to detect a displacement in stereoscopic depth, namely by monitoring the change in disparity over time (CDOT) or by monitoring the interocular velocity difference (IOVD). Though previous studies have attempted to understand which cue is most significant for the visual system, none has designed stimuli that provide a comparison in terms of relative efficiency between them. Here we used two-frame motion and random-dot noise to deliver equivalent strengths of CDOT and IOVD information to the visual system. Using three kinds of random-dot stimuli, we were able to isolate CDOT or IOVD or deliver both simultaneously. The proportion of dots delivering CDOT or IOVD signals could be varied, and we defined the discrimination threshold as the proportion needed to detect the direction of displacement (towards or away). Thresholds were similar for stimuli containing CDOT only, and containing both CDOT and IOVD, but only one participant was able to consistently perceive the displacement for stimuli containing only IOVD. We also investigated the effect of disparity pedestals on discrimination. Performance was best when the displacement crossed the reference plane, but was not significantly different for stimuli containing CDOT only and those containing both CDOT and IOVD. When stimuli are specifically designed to provide equivalent two-frame motion or disparity-change, few participants can reliably detect displacement when IOVD is the only cue. This challenges the notion that IOVD is involved in the discrimination of direction of displacement in two-frame motion displays.